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This is a USPA Newsletter of a “Different Color”
I am formatting this one topsy-turvy for a very good reason.

I am putting all the “regular stuff” – the cover page, the Table of Contents, the list
of board members and the info about USPA and Psychotronics at the end.
What you need to read first – Kind of Right now— is on THE FIRST 2 PAGES!
Starting with:
We’ve assigned Homework.
YES, for real!
On March 20th, at 1:00 pm (EST)
We’ll be hosting Our 2021 Virtual Conference Preview:
A Panel Discussion and Interactive Q & A
Based on The Tom Bearden 1990 lecture
"Action at a Distance: The Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics."

Did We mention that this preview Q& A is FREE?
But... if you are going to really enjoy it,
You will need to watch Bearden’s Video first.
Now, if you are a member, it is free in the Members tab.
OR – you can join USPA and then get it free
Or- Pay 9.99 and download it to read at your leisure
BUT WATCH THE VIDEO
before you come to the Q&A
Questions can be emailed ahead of time to contact@psychotronics.org
and will be answered by a panel of experts in the March Zoom/Webinar.
Members of the USPA Board, Ed Kelly and Tom Valone will be on the Panel.
If you need the “What is USPA? / What is Psychotronics?” I slid them onto page 13

NEXT: (Did you think that was the only cool thing you’d read in this newsletter?)

Oh contraire mon ami! Read On!
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The free Bearden Q&A Webinar on March 20th is the send-off presentation
for a summer of
Unique USPA programming.
We will be providing virtual mini-conference weekends in

“The USPA Psychotronic Summer Trilogy.”
(Homework free)

We’ll be sending out special announcements about this soon.

Section I - What’s New at USPA?
USPA Masterclass #14: Eldon Byrd – “Recent Advances in Scalar Technology”
The Next in our Series of Master Classes: Saturday, February 27th, 2021 at 12:00 PM CST.
Here is the link to sign up: JOIN THE MASTER CLASS
Eldon was our feature “January Psychotronic Person.” As a friend of Tom Bearden, Uri Geller
and other well knowns, he had a reputation of being “really out there.” It is difficult to condense a
description of Byrd, but I’ll give it my best shot.
He was an Electrical and Medical Engineer, a POLARIS submarine expert, a Strategic Systems
Analyst, Operations Research Analyst, Cryogenic Engineer, Project Manager for the Navy's Metal
Matrix Composites Program, and Project Manager of the Marine Corps Non-Lethal
Electromagnetic Weapons Project, an expert in the biological effects of extremely low frequency
magnetic fields. Oh, and he was involved in a very interesting Dolphin Project.
Here is a link to one of his papers on Scalars. (With Permission) SCALARS Part 1& 2

Section II – About That Homework We Mentioned on Page 1:
Here is your homework syllabus for the Bearden Q&A:

 In this issue, our “Featured Psychotronic Person” is Tom Bearden.
 So, in March, to kick off our 2021 USPA Virtual Conference, we will have a free Zoom
Panel Discussion with Q & A based on the Tom Bearden 1990 talk "Action at a Distance:
The Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics." (It is 90 minutes long)

 It is already in our members’ area on our website for free viewing (under Classic Videos, 8 th
one down) and it is also for sale at $9.99 in the products area. (Become a member and you
can watch it for free – along with nearly 50 other Classics!)

 So anyone who wants to attend the Zoom in March can watch the video ahead of time on
our website, or purchase and download it.

 Please watch for special emails just about this event.

Become a USPA member for only $35
USPA is a 501(c) (3), founded in 1975 as the US Radionics Congress.

https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
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Section III: This Month’s Featured “Psychotronic” Person: Tom Bearden
From Country Muisic to Continuous Motion

Tom Bearden Speaking At Some of the USPA Conferences
IMBD (The Internet Movie Data Base) offers a mini bio of Tom Bearden as follows: “Tom Bearden is a
writer, known for Energy from the Vacuum(2006), Unacknowledged (2017) and PBS News Hour (1975).”
Okay, now that we know everything we need to know about Mr. Bearden, let’s see what other sources have to
offer!
One might wonder at the life journey of Lt. Col. Thomas Eugene Bearden. He was born in a very rural area in
Cheniere, Louisiana, on December 17, 1930. When he was only two years old his mother died in a terrible car
accident. He witnessed his father carry his fatally injured mother into the home, crying and screaming for help.
Tom lived with the hurt from that for many years.
While he was attending Louisiana State College, he bought a second hand guitar, learned to play and joined
with a couple of friends to play local gigs to make money to pay their way through school. Tom was a songwriter
too! One of his songs, “Mother Went A-Walking,” was written to express his grief over the loss of his mother and
his love for her. It was performed by well-known singer Jim Reeves.2
During his college years, Tom was a member of ROTC, and in June 1954 Uncle Sam had called him into
active military duty. While in the U.S. Army he continued his education and received his M.S. in Nuclear
Engineering from the Georgia Institute of Technology in 1971. He graduated from the Guided Missile Staff
Officer’s Course at Fort Bliss, Texas in 1955, which is regarded by the U.S. Department of Defense as equivalent
to an M.S. in Guided Missile Engineering.
He completed his 20 year service career and retired from the U.S. Army at the end of 1975 as a Lieutenant
Colonel. He decided to settle in Huntsville, Alabama. He was employed as an aerospace engineer for companies
such as System Development Corporation, Computer Science Corporation, and Colsa Corporation until mid-1993
when he decided to retire permanently. But it was only “retirement” in a “not-employed-by-anyone-but-myself”
form.1
[The balance of this article comes from the Natural Philosopher’s Database.3 I found it to be one of the more
concise biographies of his later life. Ed note.]
Lt. Col. Thomas Eugene Bearden (US Army, retired) personally developed and published the basis for a
drastic revision of electromagnetic theory and engineering, based on the work of Whittaker and Maxwell. He
authored or co-authored several books and over 70 major papers published in leading science and physics
journals. He developed and owned many patents on electrical devices demonstrating over-unity, and was a
pioneer investigator in healing technologies incorporating bio-electric fields. His work is primarily responsible for
the widespread interest and research into scalar electromagnetic phenomena throughout the world over the past
two decades.
He was a nuclear and aerospace engineer, war games and weapons analyst, and military tactician, having
worked directly with Nike Ajax, Nike Hercules, Hawk, SHORADS, and Patriot guided missile systems. He had
over 40 years’ experience in air defense systems, technical intelligence, Soviet electromagnetic weaponry,
artificial intelligence, computerized war games, and anti-radiation missile countermeasures.
His accolades include: President and CEO of CTEC, Inc., a private R&D corporation researching free energy
devices and mechanisms for interaction of EM fields with biological systems; President of the Association of
Distinguished American Scientists (ADAS); Editor and publisher of Specula, Journal of the American
Association of Metascience (AAMS); Board member of the AAMS, the U.S. Psychotronics Association, and
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Astron, a DC aerospace R&D corporation, noted for specialized RF antennas; senior scientist with aerospace
company, Colsa Corp.; member of Mensa, the Society for the Investigation of the American Physics Teachers, the
Alabama Academy of Science, the Air Force Association, the Association of the US Army, The American
Nuclear Society, and the American Defense Preparedness Association. Tom Died on 4-6-17
As a scientist, engineer, researcher, author, inventor, musician, and a loving husband and father, Thomas E.
Bearden was a true Renaissance Man. He shared Nikola Tesla's legacy and dream to provide mankind with free,
clean, limitless energy that can propel mankind to the stars, and beyond. And he had endeavored in pursuit of a
greater understanding of how the universe operates at its most fundamental levels. 3
Bibliography
1. Hillbilly-Music Dawt Com http://www.hillbilly-music.com/artists/story/index.php?id=11134
2. Mother Went A-Walking https://www.google.com/search?q=Mother+Went+AWalking&oq=Mother+Went+AWalking&aqs=chrome.0.69i59j0i22i30j0i10i22i30j0i22i30j69i61.1956j0j7&sourceid=chrome&ie=UTF-8
3. Natural Philosopher’s Database [ Lt. Col. Tom Bearden / World Science Database Profile / Nuclear Engineer,
Author, Inventor http://db.naturalphilosophy.org/member/?memberid=844

Tom was a “prolific presenter” at USPA. His lectures are available on mp3 or mpf. Just email Scott
at contact@psychotronics.org. He can send you a PayPal invoice. And yes, we do take Checks! 
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Soviet Psychotronic Weaponry Part 1 and 2.mp3
Soviet Psychotronic Weapons.mp3
Technology to Change the World.mp3
The Fourth Law of Logic and Suppression of Nikola Tesla.mp3
Single Human Problem and Its Psychotronic Solution.mp3
Toward a New Electromagnetics –Tesla Waves.mp3 or .mp4
New Electromagnetics; Where The Old Math Took The Wrong
Turn.mp3 or .mp4
Update on Soviet Psychotronic Weapons.mp3 or .mp4
Soviet Weather Warfare Over North America.mp3 or .mp4
Foundations of Scalar Electromagnetics.mp3 or .mp4
Soviet Weather Engineering Over North America.mp3 or .mp4
Update on Soviet Psychotronic Weather Engineering and
Weapons.mp3 or .mp4
Aids, Urgent Comments on Mankind’s Greatest Threat— Paper read
by Henry Monteith.mp3 or .mp4
Maxwell’s EM Quaternion Was a Unified Theory of EMGravity..mp4
Scalar Em Update.mp3 or .mp4
Action at a Distance; The Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics.mp3
or .mp4
The Theory of Over Unity Devices.mp4
Energy from the Vacuum in Over-unity Processes & Power
Systems.mp4
Workshop (5.5 Hours) -Applications of Extended Electrodynamics to
Living Systerm.mp4
Renaissance Healing: A Concept Whose Time Has Come.mp4
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Section IV: In case you missed it 
January’s Master Class #13: “Elizabeth Rauscher –Mind Dynamics in Space and Time” is
still available! 
The USPA masterclass #13 was a presentation from the 33rd Annual USPA Conference: “Mind
Dynamics in Space and Time” by Elizabeth Rauscher, PhD. Dr. Rauscher was on the original research
team in the physics department at Stanford University where she studied the process of remote viewing.
She had a vast understanding of the psychic mind and had conducted over thirty years of research on
intentional will and over eighty remote perception experiments.
Through her research, Dr. Rauscher found that we don’t just see with the ordinary optical system.
The human brain is wired to “see” in other ways, such as through visions and dreams that are not
through our ordinary perception or ordinary modality of seeing. She set up a group at UC Berkeley to
study remote perception.
In this masterclass, she explains the concept of “Mind/Body Duality” and what the inner workings
of consciousness really are.

Section V – Reviews and Recommendations by the Board of Directors of USPA
Microcosm and Medium by Dr. Joseph P Farrell
A review by Michael Leger Jan. 2021
What do JS Bach, Jim Morrison, John Archibald Wheeler, William Tiller
and Tom Bearden have to do with each other? Mind control. Though my
association is a bit facetious, Joseph P Farrell does a great job tying these
disparate characters into a cohesive narrative, providing a unique and
valuable perspective on mind control in the 21 st century.
Written in 2018, Microcosm and Medium dives deeply into the topic. Dr.
Farrell begins the book discussing Baroque and Renaissance music, arguing
that the approach to the music composition of the time - summed up in the
German term Affektenlehre: the affect that music can have on the listener is critical to an understanding of current mind-control methods. Composers
of this period approached music as a craft, not an individual aesthetic endeavor. There was an
understanding of what musical keys, meters, etc would have on the listener, and the composer wrote to
create that affect.
Devolving from this height, with Modern Classical to Contemporary Classical music, Farrell notes that
with the emphasis on individual expression, which occurred in all the Arts, humankind was torn from its
cosmological roots. Individualism for its own sake became the definition of Art. This tearing asunder
dramatically exploded in the 60s. Revolution was in the air. What better time to conduct a massive mind
control experiment?
The music scene in LA took off like a rocket in the 60s. Seemingly from nowhere, bands like The
Doors, The Byrds and The Monkees leapt onto the scene with hit songs stuffed into their backpockets.
What makes this relevant here, as Farrell notes, is the incredible number of musicians from that scene
who had military or covert intelligence parents. The most famous example is The Door’s Jim Morrison’s
father - Admiral in the US Navy, and of Gulf of Tonkin fame. Frank Zappa’s father was a chemicals
expert, who worked at the MKULTRA lab on the East Coast. Many of the most famous bands were
based in LA’s Laurel Canyon, which just happened to have a state-of-the-art movie studio/military base
at its head. If you wanted to blunt the revolution, what better way than sex, drugs and rock&roll? Farrell
makes a convincing point that Western culture was ‘suicided’ there.
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Around the same time, John Archibald Wheeler and associates proposed the Anthropic Principle in
physics. Wheeler was a renowned physicist known for coining now common terms like black hole,
wormhole and ‘it from bit’. For our purposes, this principle states that observers literally create the
Universe by observing it. While there is quite a bit of argument on how accurate this statement is, it has
very significant practical applications. Creating the Universe by interacting with it is something we
know as radionics practitioners. Evidently, it is also well known by those who seek to control us. This
section closes with a plausible assertion about Superposition being used on a societal scale with the
‘Mandela effect’.
Bill Tiller’s experiments are a great example of a practical application of the Anthropic Principle. Bill’s
work might be familiar to many of you. Farrell covers Bill’s IIED (Intentionality Imprinted Electrical
Device) experiments, highlighting the ability of these devices to be imprinted with intentions that create
physically measurable changes in water pH, reproduction rates of fruit flies and more. Segueing from
here, Farrell introduces Tom Bearden’s coverage of Soviet-era experiments in the same area and follows
with Christian sacramental rites as another example of intentionality imprinted processes. Quite the feat.
Part Two of the book dives into the dark side of psychotronics. This is not a topic I see discussed very
often, at least publicly, within our community. It opens with a quote from Col. John B. Alexander (US
Army), in Psychic Warfare ed. John White
Psychotronics can be defined as the interaction of mind and matter...And the possibility
for employment as a weapon has been explored.
Farrell covers the Nazi->MK Ultra->Manchurian candidate thread relying on Ostrander and Schroeder’s
Psychic Discoveries for most of this section, highlighting Sirhan Sirhan/RFK and the Jonestown
massacre to move the mind control narrative forward. Moving into Soviet experiments in the
psychotronic space, he returns to the affektenlehre idea by presenting Soviet mind-control research that
used music and sound to establish or enhance rhythmic entrainment in their subjects. The culmination of
these experiments included ‘reincarnate genius’ and establishing brain-wave coherence in sender and
receiver in various psychic experiments.
Establishing coherence in sender and receiver becomes the main driver for experiments in the US.
Extensive work has been done mapping the mind, including the creation of an ‘electroencephalographic
dictionary’ - a method of reading the mind at a distance and converting the EEG of the subject into
words. The connection that gets established can be used to transmit as well as receive. ‘Voice of God’
technology—the ability to project words into someone’s head—is the deliverable. Farrell uses author
Gloria Naylor’s and anesthesiologist Dr. John Hall’s descriptions of their experiences with involuntary
mind-control to paint a vivid picture of current technologies. It appears to be possible to setup a
resonance within the skull that allows for the transmission of sounds into the bones of the skull that the
inner ear can interpret as music, words, etc.
The book concludes with some ideas about possible defenses against the usage of these types of
technologies, including establishing a mental phase-conjugate mirror to feedback into the sender’s
transmissions.
Dr. Farrell’s book was well worth the time spent. The book itself is somewhat choppily written and
could use another pass by a copy reader. It also does not include an index, which I find unacceptable in
the 21st century. The book was and is very thought-provoking and informative. Just the riff on the
Laurel Canyon scene - details of which are fascinating and disturbing - make the book worthwhile.
Check out the author’s site - gizadeathstar.com - to get your mind blown, yes even y’all with a deep
radionics background. Highly recommended!
Michael Leger Jan. 2021
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Al's Alternative Energy Reading Corner – With Al Kacperski
(Editor’s note: I wonder; are we getting closer to perpetual motion. So many things we now take for
granted were deemed “impossible” less than 100 years ago. Will Thane Heins get us there, or just
closer?)

Al's Alternative Energy Reading
Corner
This time on I want to feature experimenter
Thane Heins. He has a lab in Canada and for
years has built many unique motors and
transformers. He has put all his work on
YouTube. I spent many hours watching his
fascinating videos with thought provoking
concepts. Enjoy the show at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCQeZxTYMsN6
lHJ-V-i0jdgg/featured

A Peak at the Patent World of Thomas C. Heins:

Patents by Inventor Thane C. Heins
Thane C. Heins has filed for patents to protect the following inventions. This listing includes
patent applications that are pending as well as patents that have already been granted by the United
States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).


Flyback mode process harnessing generator action in electric motor
o Abstract: This invention pertains to a solution to the parasitic problem of motor armature
reaction/generator action in electric motors which causes undesired effects such as neutral
plane shift and flux weakening.
 Generator and improved coil therefor having electrodynamic properties
o Abstract: The present invention relates to electrical generators and, in particular, to
improvements to efficiency in electromechanical energy conversion in electrical
generators and electric motors.
 Bi-toroidal topology transformer
o Abstract: The present invention relates to electrical transformers and, in particular, to
improvements to efficiency in energy conversion in electrical transformersBi
 Toroidal Topology Transformer
o Abstract: The present invention relates to electrical transformers and, in particular, to
improvements to efficiency in energy conversion in electrical transformers.
 Generator and Improved Coil Therefor Having Electrodynamic Properties
o Abstract: The present invention relates to electrical generators and, in particular, to
improvements to efficiency in electromechanical energy conversion in electrical
generators and electric motors.
https://patents.justia.com/inventor/thane-c-heins
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Dan Taylor’s recommended Reading list
Dan wrote, “I am frequently asked for some recommended reading by people new to radionics.”
He provided a two reading lists. The first is for overviews on radionics in general. (Alphabetical by
author):
 Franks, Nick. 21st Century Radionics. (Amazon)
 Laurie, Duncan. The Secret Art. (Amazon)
 Russell, Edward W. Report on Radionics. (Out of print, used copies often available)
This list is for instruction manuals; these are often helpful. (Alphabetical by author):






Kelly, Ed, et al. KRT Radionics Book 2: Applied Radionics. (free at
http://www.kellyresearchtech.com/media.html )
Kuepper, George L. Radionics, Reality, and Man. ( http://www.midsouthradionics.com/ )
Mattioda, Don. Radionics/Homeopathy How To Manual. (free at
http://www.kellyresearchtech.com/media.html )
Paris, Don. Regaining Wholeness through the Subtle Dimensions. (free at https://se-5.com/ )
Radatti, Peter V. A Fun Course in Beginning Radionics. (Amazon)

An Oldie but Goodie – Bob Beutlich, 1978 Dowsing in Illinois
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Section VI “Members Only” Perk: almost 50 FREE presentations.
One big advantage to being a member of USPA is the

page of our website.

We have 11 amazing webinars and 35 presentations from prior conferences
that are available at the click of a key.
Here is a list of the FREE Master Classes, lectures and other presentations available to members of
USPA. (Just log in and click on the “Members” tab.) Not a member yet? You can fix that in just a few
minutes at https://www.psychotronics.org/join/
Master Class Videos
Masterclass #1 – Radionics Masterclass - with Lutie Larsen
Masterclass #2 – Strange Physics Masterclass - with Scott Beutlich
Masterclass #3 – What Is The Radionic Stick? - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #4 – Time is Not Solid - with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #5 – Accessing and Supplementing Morphogenetic Fields with Radionic Coding
Via the Ether - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #6 - Balancing Ideas with Thought Forms- with Marty Lucas
Masterclass #7 - The Perils of Fifth Generation (5G) Wireless – with Beverly Rubik
Masterclass #8 - Physics of Radionics - with Dan Taylor
Masterclass #9 - A Radionic Approach to Fine Agriculture - with Hugh Lovel
Masterclass#10- An Interview with Tad Mann – with Michael Leger
Masterclass#11-An Interview with Nick Franks – with Michael Leger
Masterclass #12- 1984 Presentation – with Marcel Vogel
Masterclass #13 -Mind Dynamics in Space and Time – with Elizabeth Rauscher
2015 Livestream Playback (video)
1. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locality - Jon Klimo
2. Biomolecular Transitions To Higher Order States from 4D to 5D - Glenn Rein
Classic Videos
3. Action at a Distance: The Fundamental Mechanism of Radionics - Tom Bearden
4. Crop Circles - Colin Andrews
5. Multi-wave Oscillator - Eric Dollard, Tom Brown & Bob Beck
6. Inter-Dimensional Sciences: Report and Update, Peter Kelly
7. Radionics and Keely’s Law of Sympathetic Oscillation - Dale Pond
8. Reconnective Healing - Eric Pearl & Jillian Fleer
9. Scientific Validation of the Human EM Fields - Valerie Hunt
10. Self-Healing Mechanisms in Biology - Glen Rein
11. Spoon Bending - Jack Houck
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12. The Bedini Motor - Tom Bearden, John Bedini, Peter Lindemann
13. The Philadelphia Experiment - Al Bielek
14. The Structuring of Water by Crystals - Marcel Vogel
15. Understanding the Radionics Equation - Ed Kelly
16. Unification of the Four Forces of Nature with the Mind - Andrea Puharich
17. Using Love as a Radionics Reagent - Marty Lucas
18. Using Radionics Every Day - Lutie Larsen
Bonus Video #1 and #2
19. Remembering The Future; The Physics of the Soul and Time Travel - Brooks Agnew
20. Pyramids–Crop Circles and Medicine Wheels are Vortex Portals - Mary Hardy
2015 Livestream Playback (audio)
21. Tri-Vortex Technology - the Cutting Edge of Subtle Energy Applications- Brian Andersen
22. Biomolecular Transitions to Higher Order States from 4D to 5D-Glen Rein
23. Radionics Demystified -Ed Kelly
24. Radionic Techniques to Help Sleep Apnea, Lyme Disease and Allergies -Tim Lippert
25. Organic Farming Facts, Fabrications and Radionics -George Kuepper
26. Healing with Radionics -Linda Lancaster
27. Use of Radionic Techniques on Farm and Homestead-Lutie Larsen
28. Scientific Validation of Botanical Medicine-Ellen Kamhi R.N.
29. Tribute to Cleve Baxter-Brian Andersen
30. Global Mind Control and the First 4 Worlds of Defense-Richard A. Miller
31. Biophotons The Light Emitted by Organisms in Health and Healing-Beverly Rubik
32. Activating the Glia Brain Through Spiral Breath and the Quantum Infinity-Gayle Mack
33. The Idealism of Engineering Non-Locally-Jon Klimo
34. The Structure of Water and How Psyche Enters Matter-Richard A. Miller
35. NON-GMO Better Late Than Never-Ellen Kamhi

Section VII: USPA Conference Recordings
1978 to 1995 and 2015 Available now for purchase in mp3 format. MORE are coming
soon!
Since the founding of USPA in 1975, top speakers have made presentations at our annual
conferences.
These historic lectures were presented by people who are involved in the leading edges of science,
especially the phenomena of Mind-Body and technology. USPA has over 1400 of our lectures in various
digital formats from 38 of our 41 annual conferences!
When we started recording talks in 1978, we only had audio cassettes tapes. Video recordings on
VHS started in 1982 and ran thru 2002. DVDs started in 2003 and ran until the latest format MP4 digital
Audio / Visual format began in 2015.

The first eighteen years of these cassette recordings have now been converted to MP3
audio digital format. These lectures can be ordered and transferred via email.
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Section VIII - What Are Others Up To?
TRANSCRIPTION, TRANSCRIPTION, TRANSCRIPTION!
ALL of our VHS and DVD recordings were sent out for conversion to digital
media! That herculean task is done!
Now, Scott Beutlich, our secretary/treasurer (has ‘volunteered’) to go
through them on the computer, adding titles and the USPA Logo and such. It is
a labor of love, ‘cuz he sure isn’t getting rich doing it. 
The board of directors of USPA decided to spend the money to do this,
partially in response to a sad trend we’ve seen in the past.
When a famous scientist dies, more often than you would believe, his or
her work – experiment notes, recordings, journals, etc. – is unceremoniously
destroyed by family members. We hope to offset this by preserving as much of
the history of our branch of science as possible and make it available for the
scientists, researchers and students of the future.
We will be presenting some of these in our “members’ only’ page on our website,
likely
in a rotating fashion, but as soon as we get the database fully corrected, (we’re getting close) they will
all be available for purchase as MP3 or MP4 files!

The Auction
In conjunction to all of this work, USPA has now found itself “buried” under a mountain of this
priceless historical data in the form of audio cassette, VHS Cassette Videos and DVD recordings.
So, we thought – Once it is all digitized, what are we going to do with all the originals??
We’ll Auction them off to the highest bidder. Details have been printed in previous newsletters and
can be supplied on request to gailinvermont@outlook.com

Searching and Finding:
This will become a regular feature by John Reed starting with our March Issue.
If you are looking for anything on psychotronics or radionics, let us know; we’ll add
that to our request corner.

John Reed was editor of the Newsletter from 2016 through 2019. He put out a lot of feelers for
articles and books to fill the USPA library. Earlier in this newsletter, I shared the work John has been
doing and why USPA feels that this is such important work. I did a personal “search and find” in a
previous newsletter, and the readers came through.
I will be only asking for one thing each month. If someone has, shares or can tell us where to find it,
they will be mentioned and be awarded the “USPA Research Angel Award” in our next newsletter.
I’d like to start off with something I think should be easy. John mentioned to me that the American
Society of Dowsers once had a “mimeographed” paper newsletter that was done on 8.5 X 11 inch copy
paper and mailed out to its members. We’d love to have a copy of them, for our files. As they were
organized in 1961, any issues that you might have would be gladly accepted.
If you don’t want them back, just send them to John. If you want to keep them, perhaps you can scan
them to pdf and email them to him. IF you want to keep them and don’t have a scanner, send them to
me. I will scan them the day I receive them and put them right back in the mail to you the next day!
Email John or me to set up the donation. joreed43@gmail.com or gailinvermont@outlook.com
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A Virtual Library
Our former newsletter editor John Reed has done an enormous amount of this preservation work
too. He has scanned to pdf thousands of pages of scientific work. He has preserved most of our USPA
newsletters, journals and proceedings and much more. He continues to be the “official” librarian of
USPA. Many thanks to John for all of his work! The full, ever changing list can be found here: USPA
Library. Here is an introduction from John:
Hello everyone,
In order to do good psychotronics research of any kind, whether it involves radionics,
radiesthesia, psionic medicine, dowsing, subtle energies, biophotons, or any other subject covered
by psychotronics, one needs access to as much of the periodical literature as possible on these
subjects.
To address this issue, the United States Psychotronics Association has resolved to identify and
acquire every psychotronics related periodical that has ever been published anywhere in the world,
and to retain copies in the “Virtual USPA Library.”
As a first step, we have developed the following list of periodicals that focused on or frequently
had articles on psychotronics related subjects. But this is only a preliminary list, and we know that
there are probably more psychotronics periodicals that have been published, but that we do not yet
know about.
So please look over the following list and check your own personal physical libraries and your
computers to see if you have any issues of the periodicals on this list. Even if you just have one
issue, please let us know, because that may be the one we need to complete all the issues of a
particular periodical. Please write to me (John) at: joreed43@gmail.com since I am the USPA
librarian and archivist coordinating this effort, and tell me what periodicals you have.
As a whole, the members of USPA have a huge “library” of periodicals, but it just happens to
be “distributed” among its members at this point in time. However, we can work together, and if
you would be willing to loan, donate, Xerox, or as a last resort, sell copies of your periodicals to
us for the USPA Library, then we will be able to build a large centralized library of all
psychotronics periodicals. And all USPA members will then be able to use these periodicals in
their research or for their reading enjoyment.
To the future,
John Reed

Section X Editor’s Feedback Nook:
We’d like this to be an interactive newsletter!
(Read that as “Somebody talk to me!!)

Send your comments or questions to the editor, Gail Ruggles at gailinvermont@outlook.com
(Please note; my email has changed.) I will respond to all!
Do you need a writing prompt?
 Who is your favorite USPA Speaker? (And why?)
 Where did you last attend the USPA Conference and what did you like most?
 What’s the neatest single thing you learned at a conference, that you didn’t expect to learn?
 What radionic or psychotronics book or article have you read lately that you would like to share?
 Who would you like to see present a webinar on our website?
 Are you looking for info about a radionic instrument, scientist, book or article you can’t find?
 Would like to make a news announcement, report something, make a request, or post a question
about anything related to psychotronics, radionics or a related subject? Here’s your chance!
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Section XI - The Basics
Editorial Office: USPA Newsletter, Gail E. Ruggles, 2088 Maple Ridge Road, Newark,
VT 05871. Email gailinvermont@outlook.com Phone: 802-535-5173. After August 1,
2020, please address all newsletter inquiries to Gail.
Please Note: John Reed, M.D., our diligent previous Managing Editor has stepped down
but has graciously offered to help our new editor, Gail Ruggles.
For immediate assistance regarding other USPA issues, contact Scott Beutlich, the
secretary / treasurer of USPA at uspsychotronics@gmail.com
Manuscript Submission: Submit all manuscripts as word documents by the 12th of each
month to gailinvermont@outlook.com for review for possible publication in the next
month’s newsletter. The Board of Directors reviews all editorial decisions.
Enjoy unique information about radionics, psychotronics and other related topics at
USPA’s website at http://psychotronics.org .
Find us on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/uspsychotronics/
Back Issues of our Newsletters are available on the USPA website above.
Copyright: While authors retain the copyright to their writings, USPA reserves the right
to post copies of the USPA Newsletter on its website.
Our Officers and Board Members:
President
VP - Scientific Outreach
Secretary / Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Speaker Coordinator

Jon Klimo Ph.D.
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.
Scott Beutlich
Daniel Taylor
Glen Rein Ph.D.

Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member
Board Member

Alan Kacperski
Glen Rein Ph.D.
Michael Leger
John Reed M.D.
Daniel Taylor
Ann Michels
Beverly Rubik Ph.D.

What is USPA?
The United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization founded
in 1975 to serve as a focal point for scientific and technical exploration of the universe of esoteric,
spiritual, and psychic arts in the United States of America.
The USPA has been hosting annual conferences for its membership since its formation and has
featured countless individuals with cutting-edge viewpoints, research, or theories to share, allowing any
interested persons to openly discuss their work.

What is Psychotronics?
USPA defines psychotronics as the science of mind-body-environment relationships, an
interdisciplinary science concerned with the interactions of matter, energy, and consciousness.
Psychotronics involves the study, research, and applications of the physics and technology of the
mind, brain, spirit, consciousness, and the underlying forces of life and nature – hence the term
“psychotronics”.
We believe that a true understanding of the universe must include the spiritual, as well as, the
technical, and provide an opportunity for amateur researchers to present their findings along with the
professionals. We stress research, with documentation of results, and practical applications, rather than
personal experience and unsupported hypotheses.
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Section XI- Our Sponsors
USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page

The USPA would like to give special recognition on a continuing basis to people who
have made generous donations to the United States Psychotronics Association in the past
three years.
This special “USPA Generous Donors Recognition Page” will be carried in each
issue of the USPA Journal & Newsletter, and new names will be added as donations are
received.
The USPA wishes to recognize the following individuals and extend our gratitude for
their generosity:
Donors 2020

Michael Leger (aetherea LLC)
Alexander S.C. Rower
Michael Picker
PMH Atwater
Renee Gerow
Donors 2019

Dr. John Reed
Michael Leger
George Alder II
Harsinie Pranditarante
Donors 2018

George B Alder
Michael Leger
William Reeves
Daniel Taylor
Scott Beutlich
Eric Rowley
Clement Jewel
Dr. John Reed
To make a tax deductible donation to the United States Psychotronics Association
(USPA) online, please go to the
USPA Donations Page
and use your credit card, debit card, or PayPal.
For those who wish to make a donation by check,
please make your check payable to “USPA” and mail it to
USPA Treasurer, Scott Beutlich,
525 Juanita Vista, Crystal Lake, IL 60014
~ With Our Continued Thanks! ~
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Section XII – Classifieds
If you have any “related items” to sell, (books, radionic machines, etc.) we charge 20 cents per
word, 20.00 per half page with supplied artwork or photos or 35.00 per whole page. Your paid ad will
run in the next three issues of the newsletter, or until you let us know your item is no longer for sale.
If you would like to publicize an event for a non-profit organization, USPA will advertise for
you up to 750 words free. We ask for mutual links to our website from yours.
If you would like to publicize a for profit event, USPA will charge average advertising rates.
Please contact Scott Beutlich at uspsychotronics@gmail.com. to discuss this well ahead of time.
(We will have a disclaimer on the page saying that USPA is not responsible for the content or
condition of items sold from this newsletter, nor does it back any treatment, modality or veracity of
presentation. It does not back any claim of medical efficacy of machines or treatments. USPA can not
recommend specific radionic practitioners, or offer radionic treatments from its board or officers.

Section XIII – J.G. Gallimore’s Five Rare Books Are Now Available!
Jerry G. Gallimore was one of the founders of the USPA in 1975, and was a leading researcher in
psychotronics and unusual energies until his untimely death in 1989.
All five of J.G. Gallimore’s rare books on psychotronics subjects and unusual energies have been
reprinted by the United States Psychotronics Association (USPA) and are being made available at a
fraction of the cost that used copies were being sold at online.
So rare have these books been, that only a few libraries in the entire world had them in their
collections, and some original Gallimore’s books were being sold for several hundred dollars each
online. However, with these newly reprinted volumes, each will be available for less than $30.00. All
are: Available at Amazon.com
ISBN-10:
The first book of three 468
1543024998
volumes on unusual
Pages
ISBN-13:
energies
978-1543024999
Gallimore discusses in depth the research, discoveries, and inventions of all the major researchers in
subtle energies, the aether, biological 62 fields, pyramid energy, radiesthesia, radionics, crystal
transduction, and related subjects.
These include the works of Baron Von Reichenbach's and his odic energy, Dr. Wilhelm Reich's
orgone energy, Dr. Harold Burr's biological life fields, Kozyrev's time mirror, Edgar Cayce's
transmission of energy, and related research done by many others.
Of particular importance is Gallimore's 127 page chapter on radionics. In this chapter he discusses in
depth the research and devices of Ruth Drown, T. Galen Hieronymus, Rho Sigma, Dr. L. P. Corte and
other prominent people in the radionics field.
ISBN-10:
The second book of
258
Collected Properties &
1543025048
three volumes on
Pages
Writings of J. G.
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gallimore: Volume 2
978-1543025040
This is the second book in the “Unusual Energies” series that J.G. Gallimore published. It covers
Gallimores research on Albert Abrams, the founder of modern radionics, psychological physics,
psychic energy, thought resonance, subtle energies, crystals, and related subjects.
In addition, a number of radionics devices are discussed, such as the De La Warr Diagnostic
Instrument. And very helpfully, the rates are provided for substances, body organs, and medical
diseases and disorders. I very interesting interview of Christopher Bird, conducted by J.G. Gallimore is
The Handbook of Unusual Energies:
Volume 1 of Handbook of Unusual
Energies
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provided, as well as a discussion of Walter Russell and his research
ISBN-10:
The third book of
228
Relationship Between
1543024947
three
volumes
on
Pages
Parapsychology and
ISBN-13:
unusual energies
Gravity: Volume 3
978-1543024944
This book describes in depth the research and theories of J.G. Gallimore into the question of
parapsychology transmission" -the question of how such things as telepathy, remote viewing, ESP, and
similar phenomena can physically occur.
He discusses the various emanations, radiations, and energy fields of all matter and life including the
ancient Chinese energy called "chi" (qi), the ancient Indian's prana energy, Reichenback's "odic force,"
Gurwitsch's "mitogenic radiation," Wilhelm Reich's orgone energy, and other subtle energies. He
shows how all of these energies are similar, how they interact, and how they are related to gravity.
He also discusses crystals as transducers of these energies, and provides diagrams of devices that
could potentially be used to harness or control these energies.
ISBN-10:
374
Transverse Paraphysics: The New
1543024920
Pages
Science of Space, Time, and Gravity
ISBN-13:
Control
978-1543024920
This book covers the visionary research and theories developed by J.G. Gallimore about antigravity, space, time, and biophysics.
He discusses in depth the dimensions of space, time, and gravity, and new discoveries in each of
these areas. In addition, he covers research being done on anti-gravity and then discusses anti-gravity
patents that have been obtained.
He also discusses the intriguing concept of aura energy fields surrounding humans and other living
things, and how extra-sensory perception (ESP) might be explained through biophysical principles.
ISBN-10:
134
Unified Field Theory Research Book:
1543024831
Pages
Using Subjective Response to PsiISBN-13:
Plasma for Analysis of Properties
978-1543024838
Neutral Charge Plasma Fields
This book is about psychotronics, radionics, electromagnetic fields and waves, psi-plasma, plasma
fields, subtle energies, bio-electromagnetic energy, and other unusual energies emitted by living and
non-living things. It also is about how living things interact with and are affected by these energies,
which may enhance health or harm health.
The book covers the research of Wilhelm Reich on Orgone energy, of Baron Reichenback on the
odic forces, as well as research done by Cazzamalli on brain radiations and Lakhovsky on using high
frequency radiations to successfully treat cancer in humans. In addition, Lakhovsky used similar
methods to enhance the growth of plants. Gallimore shows how these energies, forces, and fields are all
inter-related and provides hypotheses and ideas on their possible unification.
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